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Abstract: This paper examines the strategic shift in the Philippines’ defense policy from internal to maritime security. With China’s maritime expansion in the South China Sea, the Philippine government has eased up its counter-insurgency/counter-terrorism campaign and has vigorously pursued instead the modernization of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) particularly developing the deterrence capability of the Philippine Navy (PN). However, slow-paced and hampered by scant resources, the naval build-up will hardly deter China’s encroachment on the Philippine maritime territory. Faced with this predicament, the Philippines has resorted to forging new security partnership with the United States and Japan, two major naval powers in East Asia. The paper concludes that maritime security will remain the Philippines’ priority concern way into the third decade of the 21st century.

Introduction

During Gloria Macapagal Arroyo’s nine-year presidency, the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) concentrated its efforts, and resources on neutralizing the various insurgent movements in the country. In 2009, however, the Arroyo Administration was suddenly confronted with the ubiquitous Chinese naval presence in Philippine territorial waters and increasing assertiveness in the South China Sea dispute. China’s belligerent behavior against the Philippines began when President Arroyo signed Republic Act No. 9522 or the Philippine Baseline Act into a law in March 2009. Immediately after, China deployed a fishery patrol vessel, and in the following month, sent six more patrol vessels allegedly to curb illegal fishing in the disputed area. These moves reflected China’s intention to consolidate its jurisdictional claims, expand its naval reach, and undermine the positions of other claimant states through coercive diplomacy.1 With China’s heavy-handedness in the South China Sea, the Philippines realized the need to develop its naval capability to protect its vast

---

maritime borders and its territorial claim over some land features in the South China Sea.

The AFP’s shift from internal to maritime security gained momentum when Benigno Simeon Aquino III became president in 2010. On several occasions, he vowed to pursue the AFP modernization program, intended to transform the Philippine military from an army-centered counter-insurgency-oriented organization into a modern armed forces capable of overseeing territorial defense and maritime security. In clear emphatic terms, President Aquino spoke of “enhanced security” for national defense and put forward the country’s claim for territories in the South China Sea through the modernization of its navy and the air force. In 2013, he announced that his administration is pursuing Strategic Sail Plan 2012 which aims to upgrade the Philippine Navy’s (PN) capacity and capabilities for maritime security.

These official pronouncements relative to modernizing the AFP are geared toward redirecting the Philippine military away from asymmetric/low intensity conflicts (LICs) to territorial defense/maritime security. This shift requires providing the AFP with the necessary equipment, technical training, and expertise for external defense. In turn, the Philippine military must train its officers and personnel to broaden their skills, knowledge, and capability in territorial defense instead of merely discharging constabulary functions, and undertaking socio-civic activities—a role it has performed since the Philippine became independent in 1946. It also means that the PN must go beyond being a transport arm of the Philippine Army (PA) and become a naval force that can stand up to security challenges of a maritime nation located in a strategically vital area of the world and confronted by an expansionist continental power. Finally, it calls for the Philippines to form and foster partnerships with other naval powers with common values and mutual interests in maritime security.

This article examines the growing importance of maritime security to the Philippine government’s governance agenda. It addresses this main problem: How is the Aquino administration managing the security challenge emanating from the Philippines’ maritime domain? This article also explores these related questions: a) What had been the traditional security concerns of the Philippines? b) What events led to the shift in the government/military policy from its long strategic focus on counter-insurgency/internal security to territorial defense/maritime security? c) What primary security challenge does the Philippines face in its maritime domain? d) What are the internal and external measures undertaken by the Aquino administration to address this security challenges? And finally, e) How effective are these measures?
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The Primacy of Internal Security

The Philippines consist of 7,107 islands and occupies a maritime area that stretches for 1,850 kilometers from about the fifth to the twentieth parallels north latitude. Of these sprawling 7,107 islands, only 1,000 are inhabited. Topographically, the country is fragmented by inland waters, which also gives the Philippines one of the longest coastlines among other countries in the world. Aside from the rugged of the land mass, the Philippines has an irregular coastline spanning about 10,850 miles, twice as long as that of the continental U.S.A. All the islands are of volcanic origin, with hilly or mountainous centers, and with limited arable lands located either in the narrow strips of coastal plains or central valleys. The Philippines is also geographically isolated from mainland East Asia as its maritime borders provide the country an almost impenetrable moat against any external threat emanating from the Asian continent. Thus, maritime security is crucial for the Philippines as both a maritime and archipelagic state in Southeast Asia.3

Ironically, however, the Philippines had focused primarily in the past on containing social unrest generated by economic inequality and the lack of national unity. Since 1946, the Philippines’ national security concerns have been rooted in conflicts and in the nature and identity of the nation-state, particularly over regime legitimacy, and socio-economic inequality which continue to create tension between the state and society.4 This resulted in the primacy of land-based security threat with maritime defense taking a backseat to internal security concerns and counter-insurgency operations. This situation was reinforced by the absence of any visible external threats emanating from the maritime domain and the Philippines’ reliance on the U.S. for its external defense requirements.5

From 1946 up to the present, the Philippine state has been plagued by a persistent domestic insurgency problem. In the past four decades, the Philippine government and its military have been combating the local rebel movements such as the communist-led Hukbong Magpapalaya ang Bayan (People’s Liberation Army in the 1950s) and later the New People’s Army (NPA), the secessionist Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) and later, the Moro Islamic Liberation (MILF), and the bandit/terrorist group, the Abu Sayaff. During the Cold War, the Philippine military was engaged ideologically and militarily against these insurgent movements because

5 Gavan, op. cit. p. 10.
the country was under the U.S. security umbrella. Prior to the withdrawal of the American military facilities in 1992, the presence of the U.S. forces was perceived as an effective deterrence against any external attack (primarily conventional) on the country. The Philippines also received base-related economic and security assistance packages under the Military Assistance Program of 1947 (MAP), the Economic Support Fund (ESF) and the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Credit. As a result, the Philippine government had considerable savings on defense expenditures. This would not have been possible without the presence of U.S. bases before. The Philippines saved more than US$ seven billion for a ten-year period (1980-1989) based on the given economic and military assistance, and reduced defense expenditures. During this period, the Philippine military did not develop its external defense capability, and instead, attended to more pressing matter of counter-insurgency.

Consequently, the Philippine military has been considered as a laggard among the more modern (and middle power) Southeast Asian armed forces (Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and even Vietnam) in terms of force modernization, development, and naval capabilities. The PN has a functioning fleet of law-enforcement naval assets consisting mostly of fast patrol crafts acquired during the Martial Law years in the 1970s. The PN also has capabilities for coastal patrol duties, troop transport, and disaster relief. However, it lacks vital naval capabilities rendering it totally outclassed by most modern navies in East Asia. The PN has no missile-armed ships. In fact, most of its ships are former-U.S.-made World War II-vintage surface combatants with limited anti-air and no anti-submarine and mine-sweeping capabilities. Thus, the PN is greatly inadequate in safeguarding the country’s territorial waters and Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). A naval officer candidly admits: “While the Navy is still able to perform its ISO missions…albeit on a limited basis, it may not be able to sustain a campaign against more formidable external threats.”

Despite the poor state of its navy in particular and the armed forces in general, the Arroyo administration adopted two major policy decisions in the early 21st century: a)
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9 Gavan, op. cit., p. 10.
a single minded focus on internal security; and b) a revitalized alliance with the U.S. to generate materiel and financial resources for its foreign and national security requirements which were primarily counter-insurgency or counter-terrorism campaigns. During the first decade of the 21st century, the Philippines was still bedeviled by its long and protracted wars against various insurgent groups. Focused on internal security, the AFP’s territorial defense development efforts were relegated to the sidelines. Materiel intended for external defense were used for internal security purposes. Furthermore, scant financial resources for the AFP modernization were channeled to personnel costs and to the combat operations against insurgent groups. The September 2007 AFP Capability Assessment gave a thorough and candid analysis of the AFP’s deteriorating equipment and combat capabilities. The report indicated the poor condition of the equipment severely affected the military’s effectiveness and efficiency in counter-insurgency operations. Moreover, the emphasis on LICs diverted the AFP’s attention and resources away from external defense-related modernization projects. Specific to the navy, it noted that the “PN lacks the assets for [the] conduct of maritime patrols over territorial waters, since it does not have any anti-air capability and is incapable of mounting anti-submarine and mine warfare operations.”

The Emergence of Chinese Naval Power

As the biggest and most powerful littoral state around the South China Sea, China has declared its undisputable sovereignty over the eighty percent of this body of water. China bases its sacred and inalienable claim on the South China Sea on alleged historical accounts of Chinese navigators and sailors who had sailed its waters during the Han, Yuan, Ming, and Ching dynasties. This claim, however, is predicated on China’s geo-strategic exigencies and status as a great power in East Asia. In addition, China has been historically preoccupied with the control of its “Southern Seas.” The South China Sea serves as the main corridor of Chinese maritime trade into Southeast Asia and South Asia. China’s decline as a great power in the late 19th century coincided with its loss of control of this sea to Western powers especially France.

At present, to regain its great power status in East Asia, China has modernized its
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13 Ibid. p. 23.
navy to stave off the encroaching Western and later Japanese power in the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{15} However, from the viewpoint of the small Southeast Asian states, this is an outright Chinese expansionism in an area of key strategic location and economic resources.\textsuperscript{16}

With its robust economy, China has incrementally developed a formidable navy. This navy has shifted from preemption to possible U.S. intervention in a Taiwan Straits crisis to developing the capacity to deny the U.S. Navy access to East China Sea and South China Sea or inside the so-called First Island Chain that runs from Japan--Okinawa--Taiwan down to the Philippines. China has had an annual double-digit increase in defense spending since 2006. In recent years, the People’s Liberation Army’s Navy (PLAN) has acquired a growing fleet of Russian-made, diesel-electric Kilo-class submarines and Sovremenny-class destroyers, along with several types of indigenously-built destroyers, frigates, and nuclear-powered attack submarines. At the advent of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, China has introduced three new classes of destroyers (Luyang I, Luyang II, and Luzhou) with sophisticated radar and air-defense weapon systems, as well as frigates (Jiangwei II, Jingkai I and Jingkai II) with improved warfare capabilities and seaworthiness.\textsuperscript{17} The PLAN has enhanced its operational capabilities across the waters surrounding Taiwan with the deployment of two new classes of ballistic and attack submarines. These naval developments have enabled the PLAN to extend its operational range from the first-island-chain to the second-island chain, which extends from northern Japan to the Northern Marianas Islands, Guam, and further south to Palau.\textsuperscript{18}

China’s assertiveness in pushing its claims in the South China Sea and East China Sea has increased in tandem with the expansion of its navy and maritime services.\textsuperscript{19} To support its maritime claim, China conducts numerous naval exercises that employ more modern surface combatants and even submarines.\textsuperscript{20} These simulated war games

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid. p. 89.
are staged to show China’s determination to unilaterally and militarily resolve the dispute, to flaunt its naval preponderance, and to impress upon the other claimant states its de facto ownership of these contested maritime territories. In the process, the Chinese navy backs the official claim of Beijing that the South China Sea is its territorial waters. Hence, Vietnamese and Philippine vessels are harassed, detained, or even fired upon by Chinese patrol craft. These are Chinese bullying tactics to pressure these claimant states to back away from the disputed area.\textsuperscript{21}

This pattern of Chinese actions signifies that China has taken the top hierarchical position in the regional pecking order. It also bears all the requirements (economic and military might, diplomatic prowess, and willingness to carry its weight with the smaller powers) of a traditional power determined to change the power game in East Asia. Proud of its comprehensive power and strong armed forces commensurate to its dramatic economic growth, China has embarked on various maritime actions relative to the South China Sea dispute. These include the unilateral declaration of an East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ), the active conduct of several live-fire naval exercises by the PLAN and People’s Liberation Army’s Air Force (PLAAF) in the Western Pacific/South China Sea, and the hardline responses by the PLAN coordinating with maritime law-enforcement agencies regarding the territorial disputes with the Philippines and Vietnam in the South China.\textsuperscript{22} These moves heightened the apprehension of other littoral states about China’s maritime design in the region.\textsuperscript{23}

China’s naval prowess generates regional tension by challenging the claims of small littoral states over parts of the South China Sea, and by changing the strategic pattern in the maritime commons of East Asia and West Pacific where the U.S. Navy is still dominant. Interestingly, Chinese media commentators, academics, and analysts have consistently emphasized the significance of naval power and the need to protect China’s sovereignty over its surrounding waters. They agree unanimously that the PLAN should have unlimited operational range, and must possess blue-water capabilities to maintain a military presence at sea, provide deterrence, and conduct military diplomacy missions.\textsuperscript{24}


\textsuperscript{23} Ibid., p. 3.

Notwithstanding its naval build-up and regular naval exercises, China avoids provocative naval deployment by assigning routine patrolling of politically sensitive waters and land features to the vessels and aircraft of civilian agencies such as the State Oceanic Administration, its subordinate Marine Surveillance Force, and the Bureau of Fisheries now integrated under the Chinese Coast Guard.\textsuperscript{25} China uses these civilian vessels to challenge and detain fishing boats from other littoral states; to explore and identify sites for future Chinese oil drilling; and prevent other claimant states from deploying their seismic ships in energy-rich areas of the disputed waters. All these efforts pursue one specific objective in the South China Sea-- “to change the (territorial) status quo by force based on Chinese assertion, which is incompatible with the existing order of international law.”\textsuperscript{26} By the end of the first decade of the 21st century, China’s myopic nationalism, growing naval prowess, and unilateral actions are overtly directed against a militarily-weak Southeast Asian country—the Philippines.

Discovering the Maritime Domain

As earlier mentioned, upon assuming the presidency in June 2010, President Aquino vowed to modernize the AFP in line with shifting its focus from internal security to maritime/territorial defense. Taking the cue from the President Aquino, a joint Department of National Defense (DND)-Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) task force formulated the AFP “Long-Term Capability Development Plan.”\textsuperscript{27} The plan included the appropriation of Php421 billion (an estimated US$8.5 billion) with the lion’s share going to the Philippine Air Force (PAF) and the Philippine Navy (PN) instead of the Philippine Army. Of this budget, Php200 billion (an estimated US$4 billion) is earmarked for the PAF’s acquisition of multi-role and lead-in fighter planes, surface attack aircraft, and long-range reconnaissance planes. It also envisions the PN obtaining multi-role attack vessels, off-shore patrol craft, and even surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles. Specifically, it rationalizes the upgrade of the PN’s materiel for “joint maritime surveillance, defense, and interdiction operations in the South China Sea.”\textsuperscript{28}


\textsuperscript{27} Office of the Deputy-Chief-of-Staff for Plans (J-5), \textit{DND-AFP Thrust for Capability Upgrade: The AFP Long-Term Capability Development Plan} (Quezon City: Camp Aguinaldo, 2010).

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid. p. 8
This thrust of the AFP is highlighted as well in the 2011 *AFP Internal Peace and Security Plan* (ISP)—Oplan *Bayanihan* (Operational Plan Community Spirit). The plan acknowledges the AFP’s lack of capabilities to perform its mandated task of guarding the Philippines’ extensive maritime borders and ensuring its security from even the remotest possibility of external aggression.\(^29\) It provides a three-year transition period within which the Philippine military will develop the capabilities essential to undertake unilateral defensive operations against external armed aggression.\(^30\) The government’s long-term goal is to establish a modest but “comprehensive border protection program.” Such program is anchored on the surveillance, deterrence, and border patrol capabilities of the PAF, the PN, and the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) that will extend from Philippine territorial waters to its contiguous and exclusive economic zone (EEZ).\(^31\) For decades, the PN (along with the PAF) suffered from neglect, low funding, and ageing equipment. Since 2011, however, the PN has been getting more attention and resources because of the growing importance of the country’s maritime environment amidst the increasing tension in the South China Sea.

Developments in Philippine-China relations provided further impetus for President Aquino’s agenda. On March 2, 2011, two Chinese patrol boats harassed a survey ship commissioned by the Philippine Department of Energy (DOE) to conduct oil exploration in the Reed Bank (now called Recto Bank), 150 kilometers east of the Spratly Islands and 250 kilometers west of the Philippine island of Palawan. The Aquino administration was stunned by the Chinese action since this maritime encounter happened east of the Spratlys and its adjacent waters. Two days after the incident, the Philippine government filed a protest before the Chinese embassy in Manila. A Department of Foreign Affairs spokesperson commented that “the Philippines is (simply) seeking an explanation for the incident.” Brushing aside the Philippine complaint, a Chinese embassy official insisted that China has indisputable sovereignty over the Nansha Islands and their adjacent territory.

In early June 2011, the Philippines sought clarification on the sightings of China Marine Surveillance (CMS) and PLAN ships near the Kalayaan group of islands. Philippine defense and foreign secretaries publicly expressed the Aquino administration’s serious concerns over the alleged Chinese intrusion into the country’s EEZ to stake China’s territorial claim and to construct a projected oil rig on the uninhabited Iroquois Bank, which according to them “are clear violations of the


\(^{30}\) Ibid. p. 13.

China-ASEAN 2001 Declaration on the Conduct of Parties on the South China Sea.”\(^\text{32}\) In response, the Chinese foreign ministry sternly told the Philippines to stop “harming China’s sovereignty and maritime rights and interests, which leads to unilateral actions that can expand and complicate the South China Sea dispute.”\(^\text{33}\) It was Beijing’s reaction to the Philippines’ diplomatic protest against China’s aborted plan to construct an oil rig deep within the Philippines’ EZZ.

Beijing then went on to demand that Manila first seek Chinese permission before it can conduct oil exploration activities even within the Philippines’ EEZ. China, in fact, badgered the Philippines and other claimant states to recognize China’s sovereign claim over the South China Sea.\(^\text{34}\) China’s haughty and hostile attitude towards the Philippines and Vietnam in the first half of 2011 escalated the territorial dispute. By then, President Aquino unmistakably saw that the Philippines is potentially on a direct collision course with China regarding the South China Sea issue.

The 2 March 2011 incident at the Reed Bank and China’s dismissive response to the Philippines’ diplomatic queries drove the Aquino administration to hasten the AFP’s modernization. China claims a wide maritime territory in the South China Sea which includes areas that are well within the Philippines’ EEZ. Hence, the current modernization of the Philippine military is externally influenced by a changing balance of power in East Asia generated by a geo-strategic reconfiguration of national capabilities in the light of an emergent China.\(^\text{35}\) In June 2011, the executive branch of the government and the AFP agreed on a multi-year, multi-billion peso defense upgrade spending and military build-up. The Department of Budget Management (DBM) released a Multi-Year Obligation Authority (MOA) to the DND, allowing the AFP to enter into multi-year contracts with other governments or private arms and military hardware manufacturers. The DBM also committed Php40 billion (estimated US$800 million) in the next five years (2012-2016) to develop the AFP’s capabilities for greater domain awareness of the Philippine territorial waters and EZZ.

In the proposed ‘rolling’ program, the executive branch will ask the Philippine Congress to allocate Php 8 billion (an estimated US$160 million) annually for the procurement of air-defense surveillance radar, surface attack aircraft, close air support


Also covered are current upgrade programs such as the installation of a radar and communication network along the coast of Palawan and East Mindanao under the Coast Watch System and the acquisition of two refurbished U.S. Coast Guard Hamilton class cutters for the Philippine Navy. These undertakings, according to former AFP Chief-of-Staff General Eduardo Oban Jr. prioritize territorial defense over domestic security.

Discovering Maritime Security

In its first 17 months, the Aquino administration spent Php33.596 billion (US$387 million) to boost the AFP’s internal security and territorial defense capability. According to Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, the DND-AFP signed 138 defense contracts that would be implemented in the next five years to improve the AFP’s force protection, maritime surveillance, transportation, and combat support system. The bulk of the budget earmarked for these projects are for the use by the PAF and the PN specifically for the purchase of materiel for “joint maritime surveillance, defense, and interdiction operations in the South China Sea.”

In September 2011, President Aquino signed Executive Order 57 which created the National Coast Watch System, a central inter-agency mechanism to coordinate maritime issues and maritime security operations. The system was initiated by the DND, and AFP the PN’s Coast Watch System, to conduct maritime domain awareness operations not only in the Southern Philippines, but also throughout the entire archipelago. Consequently, during the first two years of the Aquino administration, Philippine defense budget went up from Php 57.6 billion (estimated
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US$1.2 billion) in 2010 to Php104.5 billion (US$2.1 billion) in 2011 and Php106.9 billion (US$2.1 billion) in 2012.\(^{41}\)

In October 2011, Voltaire Gazmin released the *Defense Planning Guidance (2013-2018)* restructuring the AFP to a “lean but fully capable” armed forces to confront the challenges to the country’s territorial integrity and maritime security. Aiming to develop an effective force projection capability to monitor the Philippines’ territorial waters and EZZ. It contains the following measures:\(^{42}\)

a) Reduction of infantry and marine battalions and the redirection of limited financial resources to key priorities such as theater mobility, close air-support, air-surveillance and air-defense.

b) Acquisition of naval assets for off-shore patrol, strategic sea-lift, and accompanying base support system and platform to sustain the deployed maritime assets;

c) Development of the AFP’s long-range maritime air patrol and surveillance through the acquisition of assets for long-range maritime air patrol, and accompanying base support system; and

d) Reactivation of the Philippine’ Air Defense System (PADS) through the acquisition of air surveillance radar and a squadron of air defense/surface attack aircraft to provide air defense coverage over areas of high concern.

In December 2012, six months after the tense Scarborough Shoal stand-off between Philippine and Chinese civilian vessels—President Aquino signed into law Republic Act 10349 extending the AFP modernization program of 1995. The implementation period of the original AFP modernization law Republic Act 7898 expired in December 2011 without any significant arms acquisition for the Philippine military. RA 10349 extends the military modernization program up to 2027, to give the PN and PAF ample time to develop and acquire of new weapon systems needed for maritime security. The law also streamlined the procurement process and shortened the 29 stages into two assessment levels including the actual procurement and contracting stages.\(^{43}\) The March 2015 *Defense Planning Guidance for 2016-2022* emphasized the importance of defending “the country’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, specifically in the West Philippine Sea (South China Sea)” which accordingly “poses the foremost security challenge” to the Philippines and the AFP.\(^{44}\) Thus it stressed the
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43 Rodulfo-Veril, *op. cit.* p. 47.
need to maximize all available resources at the government’s disposal to achieve a credible defense posture in territorial defense and maritime security.45

Such defense posture requires enhancing the AFP’s capabilities, prioritizing its needs, and gradually restructuring its forces for territorial defense. The long-term goal, according to the earlier 2011 AFP’s Strategic Intent, is to develop the force structure and capabilities enabling the Philippine military to maintain a “credible deterrent posture against foreign intrusion or external aggression, and other illegal activities while allowing free navigation to prosper.”46 Specifically, the AFP plans to develop the following limited capabilities:

a) *Enhancing maritime domain awareness*—The AFP’s capability for maritime surveillance is extremely limited. The establishment of the National Coast Watch System in September 2011 to monitor the country’s vast maritime environment requires air-assets, trained personnel, and radars. The PAF acquisition of a long-range patrol aircraft, lead-in-fighter jets and surface-attack aircraft addresses the need for maritime awareness and limited naval interdiction capability, particularly within the Philippine territorial waters to the 200-nautical mile EEZ; and

b) *Joint operations between the PAF and PN for limited naval interdiction capabilities*—Given the Philippines’ inadequate defense budget and defense capabilities, the PAF will support the Philippine Navy’s limited naval interdiction operations. The PAF’s Air Defense System and the PN’s Coast Watch System will provide coverage for and augment the over-the-horizon reconnaissance and targeting capabilities.47 The PAF’s maritime patrol and surveillance aircraft would serve as the primary platforms of patrols, surveillance, and interdiction, while the PN’s surface combatants would conduct helicopter patrol and provide longer on-station time, visible and enhanced naval presence/deterrence.48 The PAF’s air-defense and coastal missile system would be linked with the navy’s surface and underwater interdiction capabilities that will constitute the first layer of maritime defense for the Philippines.

The above mentioned targets can be translated into two mundane yet enabling tasks for the Navy; a) The PN can monitor the Philippines’ vast maritime territory. It should
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build the necessary surface and air capability to survey and monitor Philippine controlled islands in the South China Sea and prevent unoccupied island/reefs from being occupied by other claimant states.  

And b) the PN developing the necessary capabilities to deter external threats and protect the country’s maritime interests. It must develop an effective force presence in the maritime domain that exhibits competence to defend the territory, if necessary.  

Developing a Credible Defense Posture

In 2012, the Center for New American Security (CNAS) released a study on Philippine defense requirements vis-à-vis the challenge posed by China in the South China Sea. The study discloses that for the Philippines to have a credible defense capability, the AFP should acquire 48 upgraded F-16 fighter planes, several corvette or frigate-type surface combatants, and four to six midget submarines. However, these requirements are beyond the AFP’s plan and could not be supported by the current defense budget. President Aquino recognizes the urgency of modernizing armed forces especially the PN and PAF. Nevertheless, he is also aware of the limitations that competing demands (especially funds for education and public infrastructure) put on the military modernization. From the Aquino administration’s perspective, arms modernization should be undertaken simply for developing a credible defense posture, and not for power projection capability or outright war-fighting purposes. For the PN, this defense posture means building capabilities for: substantial maritime situational awareness, limited territorial sea interdiction operations, and defensive deterrence to protect the country’s interests in the South China Sea.

In mid-2012, the PN publicly presented a 15-year acquisition plan called the “Philippine Fleet Desired Force Mix.” This plan aspires not to match the level of naval capability of China but to develop a certain deterrence capability for the PN to
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49 Gazmin, op. cit. p. 4.
50 Ibid. p. 4.
inflict damages to any hypothetical opponent in the South China Sea. The Php500 billion (US$10 billion) naval build-up program provides for the acquisition, within a 15-year period, of the following naval assets: six frigates designed for anti-submarine/anti-air warfare; 12 corvettes primarily for anti-submarine warfare; 18 Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs) that will comprise the backbone for naval patrol; 26 naval and multi-purpose helicopters for maritime domain awareness; 42 Multi-Purpose Assault Craft (MPAC) armed with torpedoes and missiles for territorial sea interdiction and maritime situational awareness; and three diesel submarines for limited sea-denial operations.

The Aquino administration’s priority is to create the core of this Desired Force Mix through the acquisition of six modern frigates. The goal is to give the PN some limited anti-air/anti-submarine capabilities. In this respect, the Philippines has already acquired two former U.S. Coast Guard Hamilton Class high endurance cutters in 2011 and 2012. These vessels underwent a Service Life Extension Program (HHI) and capability-upgraded upgraded with the installation of new systems and equipment for anti-submarine and anti-air operations. The defense department also signed a deal with Augusta Westland for the purchase of three AW109 Power maritime helicopters to be deployed aboard these two ships for EEZ protection, surface surveillance, search and rescue operations, and maritime security.

The PN is also in the process of acquiring two additional modern frigates to develop a well-balanced and effective capability for territorial defense, internal security operations, naval interdiction, humanitarian assistance, and disaster response. The PN plans to arm these two frigates with air-to-air, anti-ship and anti-submarine weapons and sensors for extended maritime patrol and surveillance operations. Initially, the defense department thought of purchasing two decommissioned Italian Maestrale frigates for their credible missile and anti-submarine capabilities. However, it decided against the purchase after evaluation studies found out that operating these second-hand vessels would be more costly to maintain in the long run.

Currently, the government is looking into the offers by South Korea and Spain to supply two brand-new frigates. However, the project has been in the limbo for the

---

last two years because the PN is in quandary whether it will buy cheaper second-hand ships or the more expensive, newly constructed vessels. In the end, however, the decision to purchase depends on the strategic exigency of the frigates, and more importantly, on the availability of limited public funds. As one ranking defense official notes, only vessels that will provide the country a “credible defense posture” and (more importantly) at an affordable cost will be selected.58

The arms build-up for maritime security is a very expensive undertaking because the PN has to start from scratch. In addition to its frigate requirements, the Navy has to replace its antiquated surface combatants with new vessels. It needs as well communications and weapons systems and mission-essential devices such as daytime/nighttime electronic navigational equipment, communication suites, safety-of-life-at sea, propulsion seamanship and ship-handling gears, and corresponding logistic support packages, and new naval facilities. The Navy has to develop an organic underway replenishment at sea/fueling capability in the next five years. The deployment of modern frigates also necessitates increased endurance supports for long-term maritime operations given the archipelagic geography of the Philippines.59 Likewise, the PN requires bigger piers for its larger vessels and new maritime surveillance radar systems for its new naval facilities.60 Finally, the PN officers and sailors have to be trained on manning, training, and equipping new modern ships. To operate new ships from different sources, naval officers and crews must continuously learn different systems and ship handling characteristics.

With these naval improvements, the Aquino administration in effect is standing up to China’s expansive claims in the South China Sea. Given its current pace and budget allocation, however, the PN’s modernization would hardly deter the PLAN in the contested sea given the latter’s procurement of large surface combatants and submarines since the first decade of the 21st century.61 Even if the Philippine Fleet Desired Force Mix becomes operational, the naval imbalance between the Philippines and China will not be resolved in the foreseeable future. Fortunately, the U.S. and Japan, two major maritime powers, have forged security arrangements with the Philippines. External developments also augur well for the Philippines’s efforts to

59 Johnson, op. cit. p. 83.
enhance its maritime security. These are the U.S. Strategic Rebalancing to Asia; and Japan’s growing strategic interests in the South China Sea dispute.

External Dimension of Maritime Security: The U.S. Factor

An important factor is the Philippines’ strategic focus on its maritime security is the Philippine-U.S. military ties. An increasing number of U.S. policy-makers in Washington are starting to share the Philippines’ view that the archipelago is a strategic bellwether of Chinese trajectory in the Asia-Pacific and a natural barrier to check China’s maritime expansion.\(^{62}\) Hence, the U.S. must help the Philippines develop its naval capabilities to counter China’s efforts at power-projection in the Asia-Pacific.\(^{63}\) Needless to say, the Philippine military requires new arms and equipment for territorial defense. The most recent U.S. assistance included the transfer of the two aforementioned U.S. Coast Guard’s Hamilton-class-cutters to the Philippine Navy through the Foreign Military Sales credit.\(^{64}\) These cutters are now the largest vessels in the Navy’s inventory. They are presently deployed to safeguard the country’s oil exploration ventures and territorial claims in the South China Sea. As stated earlier, the PN plans to retrofit the cutters with electronic monitoring modern electronics and surveillance equipment.\(^{65}\)

To offset its naval inadequacies vis-à-vis China, however, Manila has asked for an unequivocal U.S. commitment to Philippine defense and security as provided for in the 1951 MDT, specifically American naval/air support in the Spratlys. Philippine officials rationalized that an armed attack on Philippine metropolitan territory and forces anywhere in the Pacific, including the South China Sea, should trigger an automatic U.S. armed response. Nonetheless, a U.S. response in the outbreak of hostilities depends on American forces’ access to facilities near the South China Sea from where they can react in a timely manner.

During the 16 August 2011 meeting of the Mutual Defense Board /Security Engagement Board, the allies formulated a framework for heightened bilateral and multilateral security, and domain awareness. The board considered the following
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measures: a) rotational presence of U.S. Maritime Defense Assets in the Philippines to support MDB and SEB activities while the AFP develops its territorial defense capabilities; b) increased joint bilateral maritime security activities in the South China Sea/West Philippine Sea; c) development of joint-use maritime security support facilities; d) improved information-sharing between U.S. and Philippine forces; and e) the conduct of integrated maritime security initiatives between the U.S. Pacific Command and the AFP. These courses of action can compensate for the AFP’s insufficient territorial defense capabilities, and to expedite joint operations in case the MDT is invoked because of an armed attack is mounted against the Philippines. 

The 2012 Scarborough Shoal stand-off and later, China’s occupation of the shoal made it urgent for Manila to negotiate the “Framework Agreement on Increased Rotational Presence (IRP) and Enhanced Agreement” with Washington. The agreement facilitates the deployment of American troops and equipment on a rotational basis, thus skirting the controversial issue of re-establishing U.S. bases in the country. Curiously, the negotiation was conducted against the backdrop of recurring tension between the Philippines and China over the South China Sea. On 14 August 2013, talks on the enhanced defense agreement started in Manila. Earlier, the Pentagon clarified that it is not establishing huge (permanent) bases reminiscent of the Cold War is by maintaining a light (strategic) footprint in Southeast Asia. This policy statement reassured Manila that Washington has neither the desire nor the interest to create U.S.-only bases in Southeast Asia.

On 28 April 2014, Philippine Defense Secretary Gazmin and U.S. Ambassador to the Philippines Philip Goldberg signed the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) a few hours before President Obama arrived in Manila for his first state visit. Actually, EDCA is not a new security pact; it is merely an updated version of the 1951 Mutual Defense Treaty. This executive agreement provides the framework by which the Philippines and the U.S. can develop their individual and collective (defense) capabilities. Such task can be accomplished through the rotational deployment of American forces in Philippine bases. Although the EDCA allows
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American forces to utilize AFP-owned and controlled facilities, the Philippine base commander has unhampered access to these locations. Likewise, American-built or -improved infrastructure inside these installations can be used by the AFP. Furthermore, any construction and other activities within in the Philippine bases require the consent of the host country through the Mutual Defense Board (MDB) and Security Engagement Board (SEB).

On a strategic level, the EDCA undercuts China’s Anti-Access/Area-Denial Strategy in Southeast Asia even without the U.S. establishing any permanent base in the region. Since the late 1990s, the PLA has been developing tactics and acquiring weapon systems that could disrupt American U.S. naval/air operations or slow down the deployment of American air and naval forces to the theater of operations. The Chinese could even prevent U.S. forces from operating from certain locations, or could force the U.S. Navy’s ships and planes to operate from distances farther than the U.S. military would otherwise prefer.

Through the EDCA, however, U.S. forces are afforded two innovative access arrangements in the Philippines, namely: a) forward operating sites--expandable warm military facilities with limited U.S. military support presence; and b) cooperative security locations--facilities with little or no permanent American presence and which are maintained by the host-nation. These are less expensive, less visible and less vulnerable access arrangements that offer greater strategic and operational flexibility. They are less likely to create local political problems and are expected to promote long-term security cooperation between the U.S. and the Philippines. Moreover, these operationally flexible facilities located all over a sprawling archipelagic country located near China, can derail the PLA’s anti-access/area denial strategy. Lastly, U.S. naval and air assets in these temporary sites will expedite the rapid and massive deployment of American forces if hostilities break out in the South China Sea, or even in the East China Sea.

External Dimension of Maritime Security: Building Security Ties with Japan

Aside from strengthening its alliance with the U.S, the Philippines also foster its security partnership with Japan, China’s main rival in East Asia. Since 2011, Japan
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has been closely observing China’s assertiveness in the South China Sea dispute, in which initially, it has no direct interest. In July 2011, then Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda and President Aquino bolstered security relations between Japan and the Philippines. After President Aquino’s third visit to Japan, Tokyo and Manila held high-level talks on maritime and oceanic affairs, exchanges between Filipino and Japanese defense and maritime officials, as well as Japan’s capacity-building training of the 3,500-strong Philippine Coast Guard. In September 2011, then Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan and President Aquino issued a joint statement in Tokyo, affirming that the South China Sea is vital as “it connects the world and the Asia-Pacific, and that peace and stability therein is of common interest to the international community.” Prime Minister Kan also instructed the Japanese Coast Guard (JCG) to further train the PCG, consult regularly with Filipino naval officers, and increase joint coast guard exercises.

In April 2012, at the start of the two-month stand-off between Philippine and Chinese civilian ships at Scarborough Shoal, then Japanese Ambassador to the Philippines Toshio Urabe mentioned the “close-knit triangular relationship among Japan, the Philippines, and their closest (mutual) ally—the U.S.” Then in May 2012, three Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF) surface combatants arrived in Manila for a four-day port call. The visit came after Tokyo announced its plans to provide the Philippines with 10 new patrol vessels to bolster the latter’s maritime patrol capability. The newspaper *Yomuri Shimbun*’s linked the ship visit to the ongoing Scarborough Shoal stand-off and editorialized that Japan could not just stand by and wait for China and the Philippines to clash openly. It also stressed that it is in “Japan’s national interest to ensure that its sea-lanes remain safe.” Interestingly, the arrival of the MSDF’s ships happened just a few days after the U.S. Navy’s Virginia-
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class attack submarine, the *U.S.S. North Carolina* made a supposedly port call at Subic Bay at Luzon. As mentioned, these ship visits were routine port-calls, however, they tacitly conveyed to Beijing that Washington and Tokyo could jointly respond if the Philippines is threatened by any form of Chinese armed aggression.\(^\text{82}\)

In July 2012, then Japanese Defense Minister Satoshi Morimoto and his Filipino counterpart, Secretary Gazmin, inked a bilateral agreement on maritime security.\(^\text{83}\) This agreement features high-level dialogues among Japanese and Filipino defense officials and reciprocal visits by the MSDF chief-of-staff and the PN flag commander. A few days later, Philippine Foreign Affairs Secretary Albert Del Rosario announced that Tokyo was likely to provide the PCG with ten 40-meter boats as part of Japan’s ODA to the Philippines by the end of the year.\(^\text{84}\) Newspapers also reported a grant of two additional bigger vessels considered for transfer to the Philippine government.

In January 2013, Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida announced Japan’s technical assistance to the PCG through the provision of essential communication system equipment for maritime safety.\(^\text{85}\) On 27 June 2013, Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera and Secretary Gazmin confirmed the continuous “exchanges of information aimed at strengthening Philippine-Japan defense relations and on working together to make U.S. strategic rebalancing a reality in Asia.”\(^\text{86}\) Secretary Gazmin also raised the possibility of allowing the Japanese MSDF access to the former American military bases in the Philippines if Tokyo is interested in negotiating and signing an access agreement with Manila.\(^\text{87}\)

The Philippines and Japan have conducted high-level meetings and consultations to cement their security cooperation in the face of China’s military assertiveness. In December 2013, President Aquino tackled with Prime Minister Abe in Tokyo China’s establishment of an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the East
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China Sea. President Aquino was worried that China might extend the zone into the South China Sea adversely affecting Philippine security. Prime Minister Abe assured President Aquino that Japan would not tolerate China’s attempt to change the status quo in the region by force, and would to cooperate with the Philippines to ensure that the freedom of flight and navigation is respected. To help build up the PCG’s capability, Prime Minister Abe approved the yen-based soft loan to finance the Philippines’ acquisition of ten 40-meter long multi-purpose patrol boats from Japan.

In June 2014, President Aquino again met Prime Minister Abe in Tokyo to discuss ways and means to further Philippine-Japan security relations. Tackled in particular are areas of possible cooperation to enhance the recently forged Philippines-Japan Strategic Partnership. President Aquino followed up the PCG’s request for 10 patrol boats to be acquired by the Philippines through a US$184 million soft loan from Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). Prime Minister Abe assured President Aquino that three of the vessels would be delivered in 2015; while the remaining seven will be ready for delivery in 2016. The PCG needs the patrol boats to secure the waters around the seven islands claimed and occupied by the Philippines in the Spratlys. The boats will also monitor foreign naval presence in the several reefs and shoals within the country’s EEZ currently occupied by Chinese forces. For the PCG’s maritime domain awareness operations, Japan promised to provide VSAR and Inmarsat communication systems.

More significantly, President Aquino endorsed Prime Minister Abe’s move to expand Japan’s security role in the region. In the light of the Sino-Japanese dispute over the Senkaku Islands, Prime Minister Abe has pushed for the reinterpretation of the pacifist 1947 Japanese constitution to accommodate the SDF’s right of “collective self-defense,” which would allow the MSDF to assist allies such as the U.S., even if Japan is not attacked. President Aquino boldly declared that expanding the MSDF’s role and strengthening bilateral economic and security ties between the Philippines and Japan would ensure regional security.
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As an indication of this growing security partnership, the Philippines and Japan held a joint naval exercise in the South China Sea in early May 2015. Japan sent two MSDF destroyers that conducted a training exercise with a PN frigate on communication strategies in responding to “unplanned encounters at sea.” Known as the Code for Unplanned Encounters at Sea (CUES), the joint MSDF-PN 12 May naval exercise is part of a security agreement signed by Tokyo and Manila in January 2015 aimed to tighten security cooperation between the two U.S. allies. Japan also announced that it is sending surveillance planes and naval vessels to assist the U.S. Navy in conducting maritime patrols in the South China Sea.

During his June 2015 visit to Japan, President Aquino announced that the two countries would soon start talks on a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) that will allow the Japanese Self-Defense Force (SDF) access to Philippine military bases. President Aquino revealed that Japanese and Filipino officials discussed the possibility of SOFA since both countries have boosted their security relationship significantly over the past few years. The SDF’s possible use of the Philippine bases, on a limited and rotational basis, will be useful for Japan as it actively pursues a policy of Pro-Active Contribution to Peace in East Asia. With refueling and basing facilities in the Philippines, units of the Air Self-Defense Force (ASDF) and MSDF can conduct joint patrols with their American counter-parts for a longer period of time and over a larger area of the South China Sea.

Conclusion

Since the Philippines became an independent state in 1946, the state and its armed forces have been preoccupied with internal security concerns. This became more apparent during the term of then President Arroyo when she directed the AFP and the entire government machinery to one overarching goal—the defeat of all insurgent groups before the end of her term in 2010. However, just before her term ended the Philippine government was jolted by China’s maritime expansion scheme in the South China Sea. Confronted with China’s growing naval might and assertiveness in the South China Sea, her successor, President Aquino declared his support for the modernization of the Philippine military. The 2 March 2011 incident in the Reed Bank between a Philippine survey ship and two Chinese patrol vessels further
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convinced President Aquino to shift the focus of the AFP from internal security to territorial/maritime defense. This requires the modernization particularly of the PN and PAF to enable them to develop a credible defense posture against any external threat. This defense posture necessitates the PN to develop its maritime domain awareness, and limited naval interdict capabilities.

The PN’s goal of developing a credible defense capability is hampered by a still tedious procurement process and limited defense budget. Furthermore, even if the PN succeeds in creating the Philippines’ Fleet Desired Force Mix, there is simply no way for the Philippines to equal the naval capability China. Fortunately, the U.S. and Japan assist the Philippines through their provision of materiel assistance, training, and most significantly, security guarantee. However, engaging these two major naval powers in the South China Sea dispute will undoubtedly complicate the issue and make China more belligerent and uncompromising. With its growing wealth and expanding military power, China will attempt to match the naval capabilities of the U.S. and Japan. Eventually, the dispute can turn either into a classic case of protracted conflict irresolution or even an armed confrontation. If any one of these scenarios happens, maritime security will be the Philippines’ primary strategic concern and preoccupation way into the third decade of the 21st century.